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ABSTRACT
In order to contribute to the existing data on the mechanical and energetic performances of paste
fill the present laboratorial research was carried out to attest the adequacy of monitoring paste fill
strain when subjected to dynamic testing. The aim is to verify the existence of any relationship
between propagation velocity and the material’s strain. For this purpose, several piezoceramic
sensors were used to measure the propagation velocity of P-waves and S-waves within the
material as well as the characteristics of the latter’s wave response for various curing times. In
addition, strain gauges monitored the strains undergone by the paste fill at several areas of the
sample. The material’s attenuation was also assessed by comparing received amplitudes (A/A0)
and electric power in different sensors (P/P0).
The values obtained for the propagation velocities varied with the distance between the sensor
and the point of impact. Since the signals were also visibly distorted, frequency-dependent
velocity (dispersion) was a possible justification for the obtained propagation values.
Regarding the strain energy values, there were two distinct regimes – static and dynamic.
Dynamic strains were more prominent for strain gauges embedded in the center of the sample.
The assessment of the A/A0 ratio was more suitable for understanding the material´s attenuation
because it was not possible to isolate the reflections´ effect on the P/P0 ratio, however, extremely
low values were verified for these two ratios which demonstrates the energy absorption potential
of paste fill.
The propagation velocity and the strains presented different behaviors when comparing the
various monitoring sites, possibly due to the peculiarities observed during the laboratory
investigation, but when the evolution of these variables with curing time was studied for each set,
high R2 values were obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays in developed countries there is a
great concern with the environment, and
consequently, with the destination of the

waste rock created by mining operations;
this is reflected in how said rock without
economic value is dealt with. The goal for the
mining operation is in adequately disposing
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of waste rock while preserving the setting’s

indicator to study the potential of rockburst.

environmental characteristics. While other

More recently van Gool, B. (2007), Suazo et.

solutions for the proper disposal of waste

al (2016), Zhang. Y. H. et al. (2017) and Wu,

rock exist – such as tailings dams –

D. et al. (2016) verified the high energy

backfilling mined-out stopes increases the

absorption ability of paste fill.

geomechanical stability of the rock mass

having been settled that filling materials can

without

absorb energy – thus

discarding

vast

amounts

of

processed rock onto the environment.

properties

of

static

and

confirming the

decrease in risk caused by dynamic events

Several scientific inquiries have addressed
the

Despite

dynamic

behaviors of paste fill, but the technology is
still relatively new, and thus there are certain

– the supporting data available are sparse,
additionally

most

of

the

laboratory

investigations uses specimens with very
small dimensions.

issues that must be assessed further. One

Although propagation velocity tests are

such topic is employing paste fill as an

extremely useful to assess the evolution of

alternate

the properties of a material and may be a

means

of

relieving

damage

induced by seismic events.

promising tool in the control of paste fill

In the 1980s and 1990s opinions seemed to
be unanimous about the fact that filled
stopes were much less favorable to seismic
damage

than

conventionally

supported

stopes (Spottiswoode, M., Churcher, M.,
1988) and (Adams et al. al., 1990). Hemp,
A., and Goldbach, D. (1993) showed that
during seismic events filled stopes vibrate
with less harmful frequencies and for shorter
periods of time, these factors explain the
reduction observed in the accidents related
to ground motion, but the authors also
emphasized that the wave response could
be amplified in certain areas of the stope.
Hassani et al. (2001) suggested that the rate
at which paste fill deforms, by absorbing the
surrounding energy, can be used as an

deformation

they

are

limited

by

the

subjectivity associated with identifying the
wave arrival time (Sawangsuriya, A., 2012).
So, the main purpose of this investigation is
to

assess

the

adequacy

of

seismic

monitoring methods that keep track of the
deformation of paste fill, when the latter is
subjected to dynamic loading tests in a
laboratory setting. As the sample cures for
different times, piezoceramic sensors will
check for P and S-wave response, while
strain gauges follow sample deformation;
these sensors are embedded at specific
points in the sample. The results will then
show whether there is

a relationship

between P and S-wave propagation and the
material´s strain.

2. METHODS

Neves-Corvo mine were used, for a total of

2.1. Materials

224 kg. The composition of the paste fill was

All the experimental work was carried out at
Instituto

Superior

Técnico,

in

the

Geomechanics laboratory. Tailings from the

the following: 80% solids by weight (97%
tailings, 3% “CEM II / A-L 42.5R” cement),
and 20% tap water. A concrete mixer (model
“Miral 160”) aided in the homogenization of
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the pastefill, as a means to guarantee an

sensor and consequently for each channel

even internal distribution of the constituents.

(total of 4). As the sensors were placed at

The piezoceramic elements (“PIC255 –

different locations, the voltage had to be

PiCeramic”) used to acquire the wave

adjusted individually, ranging from 20 mV to

response came in 2 forms: thin discs (a

10V. The time window showed a duration of

thickness of 3mm and a diameter of 10mm),

50 ms for each sensor and the sampling

and shear plates (thickness of 1 mm, a

frequency took the value of 1.4MHz. After

length of 4 mm, and 4mm of width). Twenty-

each experiment the file was saved in a text

six sensors in total were used: 10 were

format.

suitable for P-wave detection, and the

For the acquisition of strain gauge (length of

remaining 16 were meant for S-wave

3 cm and a gauge factor of 2.033) data, 9

detection.

active sensors and 9 dummy sensors were

During the dynamic tests, a “Pico 2406B”
oscilloscope

converted

the

sensors’

measurements into an observable signal.
The voltage had to be adapted for each

2.2. Experimental

setup

and

procedure

installed. The strain data was continuously
collected during the experiments with a
“DataTaker DT800” device, with a polling
frequency of 1 minute.

152×25×26 cm) to provide the initial
containment of the paste fill sample, while it

The experimental setup’s evolutionary path

cured. The sensors were mounted inside

was

with

said box, with their position and orientation

obstacles. The first step was the assembly of

carefully planned and marked (Figure 1).

a frame that provided a reliable, controllable

The concrete mixer was used to directly fill

source of impact energy, on which a wooden

the wooden structure, and after 5 days the

structure was built (with the dimensions of

striking was performed.

long

and

convoluted,

filled

a)

b)

Figure 1: Paste fill
sample schematic
representation, with
the location and
orientation of the
wave sensors (a) and
strain gauges (b)
dully marked in its
interior. The latter
were placed
immediately below
the former. The stars
mark where the
dynamic tests took
place.
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In Figure 2 it is possible to observe the paste

between trigger and receiver sensors, for

fill sample as well as the experimental

each type of wave and side, are presented

apparatus. The identification of the sensors

in Table 2.

is presented in Table 1 and the distances

Figure 2- Paste fill sample and experimental apparatus.
Table 2: Distances between trigger and receiver sensors, for each
type of wave detector, and each side (A or B). T1, T2, and T3 denote
the different sections for which wave velocities were determined;
these abbreviations will be used further below.

Table 1- Identification of
the wave sensors.

A SIDE

B SIDE

TRIGGER SENSORS
Trigger P
sensors

Trigger SV
sensors

1(TPY1);
4(TPX1);
6(TPX2);
8(TPX3).

2(TSX1);
3(TSY1);
5(TSY2);
7(TSY3).

RECEIVER SENSORS
P sensors

SV sensors

SH sensors

11(PY1);
12(PX1);
17(PY2);
18(PX2);
23(PY3);
24(PX3).

9(SVY1);
14(SVX1);
15(SVY2);
20(SVX2);
21(SVX3);
26(SVX3).

10(SHY1);
13(SHX1);
16(SHY2);
19(SHX2);
22(SHY3);
25(SHX3).

d (TPY1 -> PY1) = 21.3 cm (T1)

d (TPX1 -> PX1) = 8.5 cm (T1)

d (TPY1 -> PY2) = 72 cm (T2)

d (TPX1 -> PX2) = 51.4 cm (T2)

d (TPY1 -> PY3) = 122.7 cm (T3)

d (TPX1 -> PX3) = 101.7 cm (T3)

d (TSX1 -> SVX1) = 25.3 cm (T1)

d (TSY1 -> SVY1) = 12.5 cm (T1)

d (TSX1 -> SVX2) = 76 cm (T2)

d (TSY1 -> SVY2) = 52.2 cm (T2)

d (TSX1 -> SVX3) = 126.7 cm (T3)

d (TSY1 -> SVY3) = 102.1 cm (T3)

d (TSX1 -> SHX1) = 23.8 cm (T1)

d (TSY1 -> SHY1) = 11 cm (T1)

d (TSX1 -> SHX2) = 74.5 cm (T2)

d (TSY1 -> SHY2) = 51.9 cm (T2)

d (TSX1 -> SHX3) = 125.2 cm (T3)

d (TSY1 -> SHY3) = 101.9 cm (T3)

The final experimental procedure was as

V) were repeated 5 times (ie, each set of

follows: I) the pendulum was positioned

sensors was tested 5 times for θ=12°); VII)

along the A-side; II) the protractor was set to

the protractor was reset to θ=15°, and steps

θ=12°; III) a specific set of sensors were

III) through VI) were repeated; VIII) the

connected; IV) the pendulum was dropped

pendulum was positioned along the B-side,

from a resting position; V) the sensors’

and the remainder of the procedure was

responses were saved, and the program

repeated, though another set of sensors

was reset for a new record; VI) steps IV) and

were now connected.
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A MATLAB script developed by Prof.

parameters, such as power (mV2), maximum

Fernando Durão was used to reconstruct the

amplitude (mV), dominant frequency (Hz),

electrical signals recorded in the text files.

and dominant frequency power (mV2).

This script also provided each channel with

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.2. Propagation velocities results

The values related to the propagation

velocity values obtained for the B side were

velocity increased slightly with curing time,

approximately constant for the different

stabilizing approximately at the fifteenth day

monitored areas of the sample, contrary to

of cure of the paste fill sample.

the velocity values obtained for the A side,

For the A side (Figure 3), values between

which increased as the distance between the

300 and 900 m/s (± 71 m/s) were obtained

energy

for the propagation velocity of P waves, for

increased.

SV and SH waves the values ranged

The S waves suffered a smaller attenuation

between 150 and 400 m/s (± 16 m/s). For

so the identification of their arrival for more

the B side (Figure 4) the values related to P

remote sensors was more evident than for

wave propagation velocity ranged between

the case of the P waves, which was reflected

380 and 550 m/s (± 58 m/s), from 150 to 260

in higher uncertainty values for the last wave

source

and

the

sensor

also

type.

m/s (± 8.5 m/s) for SV waves and from 150
to 300 m/s (± 22.3 m/s) for SH waves. The

V(PY) evolution with
curing time

V(SVX) evolution with
curing days
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curing days
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Figure 3 - Propagation velocity evolution with respect to curing days, A side (P, SV, SH).
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Figure 4- Propagation velocity evolution with respect to curing days, B side (P, SV, SH).

The difference in the energy transmitted to

dependent

the system did not induce significant

phenomenon may arise due to the geometry

changes in the velocity values but the

or nature of the sample itself and has been

difference between energy inputs was very

reported in materials such as concrete and

small.

mortar (Philippidis, T. P., Aggelis, D. G.,

Significant differences were found in the

2005), however it was not possible to

propagation velocity values and the signals

investigate the origin of this dispersion

detected by the receiver sensors were also

(geometric, intrinsic or a combination of

distorted. These results may be due to the

both).

dispersion

phenomenon

velocity).

The

dispersion

(frequency-

3.3. Strain values
The strains´ analysis revealed the existence

this reduction in the deformability was

of two distinct regimes: static versus

related to the progressive water loss of the

dynamic.

sample. The moment when the strain values

The strain gauge (SG) SGX2 recorded

began

dynamic strain values much higher than the

stabilization of the apparent propagation

other SGs oriented in the same direction,

velocity values.

SGX1 and SGX3 (Figure 5).

The SGX3 was the strain gauge that

As the curing time progressed the strains

underwent higher deformations under the

resulting from the dynamic loads were

influence of the static regime. From the 15th

reduced, which was especially accelerated

cure day SGX1 and SGX2 presented very

for the first few days. It was found out that

similar static responses.

to

stabilize

overlaps

with

the
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Figure 5 – Strain evolution with curing time for the x-oriented strain gauges.

Both

static

and

dynamic

regime

deformations tend to stabilize with curing
time.
The information from y-oriented SGs has

performed in the z-axis the SGs oriented in

confirmed that, in addition to the existence of

this direction also recorded the information

two different regimes that occur when

concerning the dynamic tests, proving that

dynamic tests were performed or not, these

all the SGs recorded strains from several

different regimes were also more noticeable

directions. In this case, the SG belonging to

for different monitored regions of the sample.

set 2, SGZ2, was one more time the one that

For the SGY1 the dynamic deformation

presented higher dynamic deformations. It is

values stood out more from the static

possible to affirm that with the information

regime, however SGY3 presented a superior

acquired from the SGs the most active zone

growth

were

under dynamic regime belonged to the set 2.

The attenuation did not increase with curing

P/P0 values were obtained, which reinforces

time, so a median value was calculated for

the attenuating character of the material.

each sensor. By using the A/A0 ratio it was

Using both ratios it was possible to verify the

possible to verify a strong difference in

lower attenuation for the S waves and the

values between the 1st and the 3rd sensor

influence of the geometry on the results.

rate.

Although

no

tests

3.4. Attenuation study

(Figure 6), which demonstrates the excellent
energy absorption ability of the paste fill. The
P/P0 ratio was also used and it showed that
the system underwent reflections which was
the reason why the first receiver sensor was
not always the one with the highest electric

It was concluded that the A/A0 study
provides more evident results regarding the
assessment of the waves´ attenuation in the
paste fill sample than the P/P0 ratio since the
latter

accounts

for

the

effect

of

the

reflections.

power (Figure 7). Either way, extremely low
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It was verified that the sensors belonging to

strain gauges (minute) versus wave sensors

the set 2 were the ones that registered lower

(milliseconds), gave rise to dissimilar results.

values of A/A0 and P/P0, meaning that the

Possibly the results of the strain gauges

energy losses were more accentuated in that

masked the "true" dynamic response of the

place, which seems to contradict the results

system, especially for the strain gauges

obtained by the strain gauges. It was inferred

belonging to set 1.

that the differences between time scales,
A/A0 evolution for the PX sensors

P/P0 evolution for the PY sensors
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Figure 6 – A/A0 evolution with the distance to the
energy source for the PX sensors.
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Figure 7 – P/P0 evolution with the distance to the
energy source for the PY sensors.

3.5. Relationship between apparent propagation velocity and strain
When the investigation of the evolution of the

relationships were obtained, especially for

strains

the S waves (Figure 8).

and

the

apparent

propagation

velocity with the distance to the energy
source was performed there was no similar
progress between the two, however when
each set was individually studied, assessing

The obtained results were encouraging
because they showed that it is possible to
estimate one of the variables knowing the
other.

the evolution of these two variables with
curing time, high R2 values for linear

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The values related to the propagation

was that the propagation velocity was

velocity increased with curing time. For the

frequency dependent (dispersion).

different monitored areas of the sample
these values were approximately constant
for the side B. For the A side the velocities
obtained increased as the distance to the
source also increased. Since the signals

Regarding the strains there were two distinct
regimes (static and dynamic) that were
observed

when

dynamic

tests

were

performed or not and for different monitoring
sites of the sample. The dynamic strains

suffered distortion the regarded hypothesis
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were most strongly marked for the strain

Nowadays, the laboratory investigations use

gauges located in the middle of the sample.

samples with reduced dimensions. In the

Relationship between SGX1 and wave sensors belonging to set 1 from
the A side
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Figure 8 – Relationship between SGX1 and wave sensors belonging to set 1 from the A side.

present work it was purposely chosen to
Both static and dynamic

deformations

tended to stabilize with curing time. The
strain gauges oriented in a certain axis
registered the strains from several directions
since the

wave propagation

was

not

follow a different path since it has been
reported that the results obtained in small
samples are not representative of what
happens in situ. Thus, it is suggested that
future investigations also explore the scale
effect since there is

unidirectional.

very little

work

developed in this context.
The A/A0 and P/P0 ratios showed that paste
fill

is

a

suitable

material

for

energy

dissipation.

When it is desired to monitor the dynamic
deformations

of

the

paste

fill

using

propagation velocity methods, this should be
For all the parameters studied the sample

done in such a way that all sensors have the

geometry has influenced the results.

same time scale. The ideal would be to have

With the present investigation it was possible

strain sensors whose operation is analogous

to verify the attenuating power of the paste

to those of the wave sensors, i.e. they would

fill material. Likewise, seismic methods have

only be "activated" during the dynamic tests,

demonstrated the potential to monitor the

this may allow the capture of extremely small

evolution of the material in this context.

time intervals and avoid heavy files.
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transmission of seismic energy. Backfill in
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